
A miscommunication between you and your sweetie can act as the only culprit in an explosion of epic proportions
at home, in the car, or about a date. There are no limits or bounds, gentlemen!

Men with any protracted dating or marriage encounter can most likely attest to how these miscommunications
often happen not because of WHAT is actually said but due to HOW it was perceived.

There is a big difference between what you say and what she hears (remember Mel Gibson's epiphany in"What
Women Want?") Often, there's nothing wrong with everything you mentioned, however, your gal-pal is hearing a
completely different variant (and usually it's not in your favor). So, how can you bridge the gap, so eliminating
those awkward moments where she's going to light you on fire and you're scratching your head in utter
confusion? Let's take a sneak peak at some often used co napisać do dziewczyny

phrases to avoid, unless you're longing to get a solo night on the sofa.

You Say:"You look nice."

She Hears:"You've definitely looked better"

Okay, gentlemen, we understand you're not a walking thesaurus, brimming with eloquent adjectives to describe
our absolute beautynevertheless, you can do better than"fine." Even though you're merely trying to convey your
date/girlfriend/wife looks perfectly okay or even fairly, this message is not reaching her ears. The term'fine' has the
potential for disaster. This is straightforward to correct, merely by choosing a more descriptive word.
Attempt,"Honey, you look beautiful (lovely, great, hot, or hot )." Take your choice!

You Say:"I will do it in a moment"

Oh, the classic put off. Though you might have every intention of carrying some course of actions, sometime,
possibly even in the near future, this announcement when overused (as it so often is) can drive a girl crazy. To start
with, a man's'minute,' and a woman's'moment' are just two entirely different steps of time. If your'minute'
frequently equates to a couple times, this just could send her over the edge. Therefore, when you visit your 100-
pound wife dragging a 50-pound bag of garbage to the curb, all the while ripping holes in the bottom causing
bottles and baby food to scatter the driveway, you'll know, you are minute has passed. Solution? Try,"Honey, let
me just finish this real quick, and I'm pleased to assist you." Let her know that you WANT to assist and aren't just
putting off her.

You Say:"I'll call you"

She Hears:"It's been fine, but don't wait by the phone."

If you've really hit it off and want to see her again, then establish another date or provide her more specific
parameters. This generic term is used by several guys to just put a girl, and odds are only about every single
woman has heard it. Applying it can result in her writing you off or avoiding your own call. So, how do you
insinuate that you really will be calling? Try,"I look forward to talking to you tomorrow " Being specific shows that
you are intent on hooking up again (in whatever way floats your boat).

You Say:"Do you want help with that?"

She Hears:"Please say no more, please state no!!!"

Right now you're thinking, what's wrong with that? I am offering to help. And yes, you're (ideally ), but that's not
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exactly what she is hearing. She presumes if you wanted to help, rather than asking, you'd already be assisting, as
the water is splashing on the floor. Remember, for women, actions speak louder than words. To prevent her anger
simply try,"Honey, let me help you with that," as you're moving in to help.

You Say:"Want me to rub your back?"

As you're starting with the right premise, as every girl adores a good massage, guys typically turn this offer into a
30-second less-than-Swedish massage followed by a high heeled, non-romantic play for intercourse. Right as
she's ready to unwind, you pounce! So, now when you offer, she is running for the hills understanding that a
relaxing massage is merely the smoke screen covering your sexual ploy. How do you reverse the deck? Give her a
true massage! And don't expect anything in return. Massages are sensual acts anyways. If you give your partner a
massage with no expectations, often it creates the mood naturally, causing the sexy seduction you're hoping for.
Thus, attempt,"Honey, I want to give you massage, zero strings attached. I just want you to relax." Taking away the
elephant from the area will allow her to enjoy the relaxing sensations created by your well-trained palms and
more.

You Say: "Honey, why don't we eat out tonight?"

She Hears:"I can't take any more of your cooking."

As you might have the very best of intentions, it's all in the phrasing and understanding. If you wife cooks a great
deal, taking her out is a sweet and generous gesture. Nonetheless, you have to portray your appreciation of her
attempts in this manner that she does not feel you'd choose McDonalds over her meatloaf in a heartbeat. Select
your favourite restaurant. My treat!" These are sure to melt her heart rather than cook your goose!

So often miscommunications result in fire-breathing fights and hurt feelings. But gentlemen, if you just avoid
some of these frequently misunderstood phrases, then it ought to be easier sailing for you (and for her)! It is just
the difference between women and men. So, if she's not hearing what you are saying, take a shot, and shift it up!
What do you have to lose?


